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I. GLICKSBERG
For certain bounded domains D in C n any continuous function on D{jd A(ΰ)9 which is holomorphic on D automatically extends continuously to D~.
For a bounded domain D in C n let A(D) be the sup normed algebra of functions continuous on D~ and holomorphic on D, and let d = d MD) denote its Silov boundary, so 3c3D. Of course this inclusion can be proper, and in his thesis [0] A. Aytuna raised the question of whether every bounded continuous function on 9 U D holomorphic on D necessarily extends continuously at all points of dD\d. Aytuna showed this held when n ^ 2 for the half-ball D = {z: \z\ < 1, Rez 1 > 0}, where dD\d = {z: \z\ < 1, Re^ = 0} is a union of analytic discs and normal family arguments apply. In fact there are simple domains for which continuous extension fails, as we shall see below ( § 3) , while it holds rather trivially for star like domains; our purpose here is to point out some classes of domains for which it holds, and indeed something stronger obtains, by virtue of some elementary function algebra facts combined with the Oka-Weil approximation theorem.
Recall that KaD~ is a peak set for A(D) if there is an / in A(D) with f{K) = 1 and I/K 1 on D~\K. P(K) will denote the closure in C(K) of the analytic polynomials and H°°(D) the bounded holomorphic functions on D. THEOREM 
Suppose dD\d is differentiable and covered by a union of peak sets K for A(D), for each of which
(1.1) / holomorphic near K implies f\K is uniformly approximable by polynomials, and (1.2) x e K\d implies (0, e x 
)v x + K c D, where v x is the inward unit normal to 3D at x, and x -> ε x is a positive continuous function on dD\d. If h is bounded and holomorphic on D, and, for one of our peak sets K o , has a continuous extension to D U (<5 Π K o ), then h extends continuously to D U K o .
In particular if h extends continuously to D I) d it extends to an element of A(D); in fact in this case we need not assume h bounded on D. Hypothesis (1.1) holds if each peak set K is polynomially convex by the Oka-Weil approximation theorem (cf. [3] , 426 I. GLICKSBERG which will also be our reference for facts on uniform algebras).
An alternative to (1.1) is the assumption that each K provides the spectrum of the (necessarily closed [3] ) algebra A(D)\K: for then K is the joint spectrum of the coordinate functions and the functional calculus [3, p. 76] [3] ; another is that d f] K provides a boundary for this algebra. (Any representing measure for xeK on 9 must be carried by K, hence by 3 Π K, as one sees by applying it to /*, where / 6 A(D) peaks on K, and letting w->°o.) Both enter our proof of Theorem 1 which has been greatly simplified by T. W. Gamelin, to whom I would like to express my thanks.
Let EcD~ be closed and contain the Silov boundary d. The basic step in our proof of Theorem 1 is the more general. LEMMA Let M denote the left side of (*) and choose z 3 -in D so that l/(Zi)|->Λf, Zj-+z 0 . With E 3 and 3ίΓi as above we have w 3 eE 3 aD for which | f{w 3 ) | -> M, and by hypothesis the w 3 accumulate only in E, so trivially (*) follows. Now in order to prove Theorem 1 it only remains to verify that we can apply Lemma 2 to any z o eK Q \d since in the presence of (*) Lemma 1 applies. So suppose z 3 --> z 0 , z 3 e D, and let x 3 e 3D be nearest z 3 \ taking j large we can assume x 3 lies in dD\d, and in fact in a compact neighborhood of z 0 in dD\d so that by (1.2) and 428 I. GLICKSBERG the continuity of x -> e x for some fixed ε > 0 (0,ε) 
Then any h e H°°(D) which has a continuous extension to D U (3 Π K) has a continuous extension to D U K.
Here we deduce (*) for E -d U Δ from the maximum principle for varieties, noting that we can restrict ourselves to a dense set of z in D on the left side of (*). So Lemma 1 implies Theorem 3 directly.
We should also note that our proof of Theorem 1 applies equally well to convex D, where the fact that dD\d is a union of polynomially convex peak sets follows from the fact that for each z 0 e 3D one has a w e C n for which
assumes its maximum over D~~ at z 0 , so a multiple of z -> exp (z, w) provides an element of A(D) which peaks on a subset K of dD containing z Q ; trivially K is convex and thus polynomially convex (via such functions of course). One has only to replace translation along normals by maps 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is more involved than that of Theorem 1 because we cannot make as great use of the closure of the algebra A(D)\K. The tubular neighborhood theorem [2, p. 9] allows us to deduce it from the more general result below, in which Π(x, δ) denotes the square polycylinder of radius δ about x. To begin our proof of Theorem 2', let B be the uniformly closed 
where K x is one of our peak sets containing x. Replacing 6 by b k for k large we can suppose |δ| < 1/4 on D\Π(x Q , l/2^min(ε, η)) 9 while |6(«)|>3/4 for some zeΠ(x 0 , l/2nmin(ε 9 7j)). Now let xedD be nearest 12, so z = x + tv x , 0< ί < 1/2 min (ε, η), and, since xeΠ(x Q ,ε),
(1) applies. In particular this says &(• + ^x) is analytic near the polynomially convex set K x n /7(a;, δ), and so lies in P(K X n 77(x, δ)) by Oka-Weil. But this algebra coincides with the uniform closure of P(K X ) \ (K x Π Π(x, δ)) clearly, whose Silov boundary, by Rossi's local maximum modulus theorem [3] , lies in the topological boundary 3 0 
1 provides our unique cluster value at x 6 p-\3D\K 0 ).
For (ii) recall that by hypothesis we have v 3 --> 0 in C n and polynomially convex sets K 5 c K o with v 3 -+ ifi c D, while each probability measure λ on 3 Π K 0 representing 2 0 on P(JGL) is a W* cluster point of a sequence {X 3 }, where λ y is a complex measure on iΓ^ multiplicative on polynomials.
As we know any probability measure λ' representing z 0 on B and carried by 
Since the dense open subset ΰ of I lies in A variant of our argument yields another version of Theorem 2.
THEOREM 2". Suppose dD\d is a C 2 manifold and is covered by a union of peak sets K for A(D) each of which forms the spectrum of A(D)\K {which is automatic if D~ is the spectrum of A(D)).
Suppose that for one of these,
Then any bounded holomorphic h on D extending continuously to
This replacement of polynomial convexity for our K's is possible since here K Π Π(x, δ) is the joint spectrum of the coordinate functions for the algebra (A(D)\K Π Π(x, δ))~, so our argument that d B c p~\d) proceeds as before using the holomorphic calculus in place of Oka-Weil; a similar replacement occurs when we consider the functions h°σ β of course.
Note that when (1.1) in Theorem 1 is replaced by polynomial convexity of the peak sets K that result is contained in the assertion of Theorem 2' (with all K ό = K Q ). We should also note a property of such domains: for D as in Theorem 1 (or starlike) 3* There are simple domains for which continuous extension fails. Here is one which amounts to a union of two convex domains, deformed so that two discs in the boundary meet in precisely their common center, and thus obstruct continuous extension; as will be noted there is a vast gap between the example and the domains previously considered.
In C onto D~, and A biholomorphically onto D. In fact p is 1 -1 on D~ except at the centers (0, 0, ±2ί) of Δ 19 Δ 2 both of which map to (0, 0, -4) , which is precisely pΔ ι Π pΔ 2 . Thus the function h = π 3 op~1 on D~\{ (0, 0, -4) }, which provides the square root of the third coordinate, is continuous, and holomorphic on D. Since it yields values near both ±2i in each neighborhood of (0, 0, -4) in D~, it has no continuous extension to D~. Finally (0,0, -4)£3 4U?) , (essentially since each pΔ t is an analytic disc), and we are done.
(One can easily modify A so that dD\pΔ λ U pΔ 2 lies in d A{D) \ moreover pΔ t U pΔ 2 can be made a peak set (as in the example, where (4 -z 3 )/S is the peaking function), and polynomially convex. 
